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Borehole Temperature Time Series Plot

A specialized plot to compare time series of all the Borehole Temperature (BHT) sensors is available. Curves are labeled with mbsf (meters below 
seafloor) to identify their depth within the borehole. They are also colour-coded, such that the shallowest sensor is the lightest blue and the deepest sensor 
is the most red. Usually, this colour scheme agrees with the temperature gradient between temperature sensors (since temperature normally increases 
with depth inside the borehole). Basic metadata information is also included. This data product is a variation on normal .time series scalar plots

Oceans 3.0 API filter: dataProductCode=BHTTSP

Revision History

20091208: Data product initially released
20100828: Only one plot produced per query. Hourly averaged data used if number of data points exceeds threshold and no other subsampling 
option is selected.

Parameters

For time series scalar plots:

Resample Type:

None - no resampling.

          Oceans 3.0 API filter: dpo_resample=none

Average - the mean value within resample period (fixed-window averaging without overlap). This is also known as a 'box-car' or ensemble 
average. It is subject to the 70% data completeness QAQC check (see below) with the exception of engineering data or data from irregular or 
scheduled sampling. .Only available with the clean data product option

          Oceans 3.0 API filter:  and dpo_resample=average dpo_average={ 60, 600, 900, 3600, 86400}0, 

Min/Max  the most extreme minimum and maximum values within resample period. It is subject to the 70% data completeness QAQC check -
(except for engineering data or data from irregular or scheduled sampling); QAQC flags are taken from the extreme data points.

     Oceans 3.0 API filter:  and dpo_resample=minMax dpo_minMax={ 60, 600, 900, 3600, 86400}0, 

Min/Max+Avg   the combination of the min/max and average as described above. The average is always calculated from clean data and will be -
NaN if there is less than 70% data available after cleaning. QAQC flags for min/max+avg with automatic resampling are the worst flag in the 
resample period, which includes the 70% check on data completeness (except for engineering data or data from irregular or scheduled sampling). 
This is the default option for time series scalar plots, other plots, such as the BHT, AGO, profile or staircase plots will have different options and 
defaults.

     Oceans 3.0 API filter:  and  }dpo_resample=minMaxAvg dpo_minMaxAvg={0, 60, 600, 900, 3600, 86400

Resample Period:

Visible when an actionable resample type is selected, immediately to the right of the resample type. Current periods offered:

Automatic: 

Oceans 3.0 API filter: dpo_average=0

1 Minute: 

Oceans 3.0 API filter: dpo_average=60
10 Minute: 

Oceans 3.0 API filter: dpo_average=600
15 Minute: 
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Oceans 3.0 API filter: dpo_average=900
1 Hour: 

Oceans 3.0 API filter: dpo_average=3600
1 Day: 

Oceans 3.0 API filter: dpo_average=86400

When resampling is selected:

The timestamps in the data series correspond to the centre of each resampling interval. (Data downloaded prior to 13 Feb 2013: timestamps were 
at beginning of interval). The resample interval always begins and ends at an integer multiple of the resample period, so minutes on the minute, 
hours on the hour, days on the day, etc.
If the date/time range on the search has limits that are within a resampling interval, the date/time endpoints are extended to include the entire 
resampling interval. For example, when daily resampling is selected from 03:00:00.000 on Monday to 20:00:00.000 on Thursday, the date range 
is extended to 00:00:00.000 on Monday to 23:59.59.999 on Thursday.
Note that tides are not filtered out in resampled products.
No anti-alias filtering is done. This is why only averaging and min/max are offered at this time. Box-car / ensemble averaging is an easily 
understood and ubiquitous process that is effective as a low-pass anti-alias filter. For more information, see this page on data reduction and time-

.averaging
Spatial / mobile data may be resampled, but users are warned against this procedure, as it may be inappropriate to do so. Spatial averages or 
a geospatial display of the non-resampled data may be a better approach.
All resampled data products are subject to an additional QAQC check on data completeness (except engineering data or data from 
irregular or scheduled sampling). If any resample period does not contain at least 70% of the expected data, the QAQC flag for this period will be 
a failure (6), unless overridden by a manual QAQC flag, see the . For live data, it is quite likely that the last resample period will not QAQC page
be complete and will be flagged; this is especially obvious for plots. Future improvements will allow users to modify the data completeness 
threshold.
Automatic resampling chooses the most appropriate resample period for min/max or min/max+avg resampling, such that the amount of data 
returned is adequate for plotting. For short duration plots, it can result in no resampling.

More options will be available in the future as we work to improve the data products. Feedback is welcomed and encouraged. For custom resampling, 
users can develop their own matlab code in the  and run it in the ONC computing environment.Oceans 3.0 Sandbox

File-name mode field

The resample type and period are added to the file-name when resampling is selected. Examples: 'avg1hour', 'MinMax10minute', 
'MinMaxAvgAuto15minute', 'MinMaxAvgAuto' (automatic resampling chose no resampling).

Formats

Plots are available in  and  format.PNG PDF

Oceans 3.0 API filter: extension={png,pdf}

PNG Example:

Discussion

To comment on this product, click  below.Add Comment
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